TEAM KENTUCKY
NEW RESTRICTIONS

IN EFFECT:
FRIDAY, NOV. 20 AT 5 PM
THROUGH
SUNDAY, DEC. 13 AT 11:59 PM

FOLLOW CURRENT GUIDANCE AND ORDERS, FOUND AT THE HEALTHY AT WORK WEBSITE,
GOVSTATUS.EGOV.COM/KY-HEALTHY-AT-WORK
TEAM KENTUCKY
NEW RESTRICTIONS

IN EFFECT FRIDAY, NOV. 20 AT 5 PM - SUNDAY, DEC. 13 AT 11:59 PM

RESTAURANTS & BARS

• CLOSED TO INDOOR DINING
• DELIVERY, TO-GO
• OUTDOOR SERVICE

FOLLOW CURRENT GUIDANCE AND ORDERS, FOUND AT THE HEALTHY AT WORK WEBSITE,
GOVSTATUS.EGOV.COM/KY-HEALTHY-AT-WORK
TEAM KENTUCKY
NEW RESTRICTIONS

INDOOR SOCIAL GATHERINGS

- LIMITED TO YOUR CURRENT HOUSEHOLD PLUS ONE OTHER HOUSEHOLD
- EIGHT PEOPLE OR LESS

FOLLOW CURRENT GUIDANCE AND ORDERS, FOUND AT THE HEALTHY AT WORK WEBSITE,
GOVSTATUS.EGOV.COM/KY-HEALTHY-AT-WORK

IN EFFECT FRIDAY, NOV. 20 AT 5 PM - SUNDAY, DEC. 13 AT 11:59 PM
TEAM KENTUCKY
NEW RESTRICTIONS

IN EFFECT FRIDAY, NOV. 20 AT 5 PM - SUNDAY, DEC. 13 AT 11:59 PM

INDOOR VENUES, EVENT SPACES OR THEATRES

• NO MORE THAN 25 PEOPLE PER ROOM
• INCLUDES FUNERALS AND WEDDINGS

FOLLOW CURRENT GUIDANCE AND ORDERS, FOUND AT THE HEALTHY AT WORK WEBSITE,
GOVSTATUS.EGOV.COM/KY-HEALTHY-AT-WORK
TEAM KENTUCKY
NEW RESTRICTIONS

IN EFFECT FRIDAY, NOV. 20 AT 5 PM - SUNDAY, DEC. 13 AT 11:59 PM

GYMS, FITNESS CENTERS & POOLS

• MUST MAINTAIN 6 FT APART
• GROUP CLASSES PROHIBITED
• 33% OCCUPANCY
• MASKS REQUIRED

FOLLOW CURRENT GUIDANCE AND ORDERS, FOUND AT THE HEALTHY AT WORK WEBSITE,
GOVSTATUS.EGOV.COM/KY-HEALTHY-AT-WORK
TEAM KENTUCKY
NEW RESTRICTIONS

SCHOOLS

• ALL PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS (K-12) CEASE IN-PERSON INSTRUCTION BEGINNING NOV. 23

• MIDDLE, HIGH SCHOOLS WILL REMAIN IN REMOTE INSTRUCTION UNTIL JAN. 4, 2021

• ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS MAY REOPEN ON DEC. 7 IF THEIR COUNTY IS NOT IN THE RED ZONE AND THE SCHOOLFollows ALL HEALTHY AT SCHOOLS GUIDANCE